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Written testimony of the in Support of Bill   

SB 217/HB 123: Wage History and Wage Range  

SUPPORT  

 

Thank you for the opportunity to submit testimony on behalf of the 

Frederick County Commission for Women.  The Frederick County Commission 

for Women is a non-partisan organization whose mission is “to create a stronger 

community by addressing challenges and fostering unlimed opportunities For All 

Women”.   

 

Equal pay is of serious concern for Frederick County, whose families and 

households increasily depend on women’s wages to create economic security as 

well as economic opportunities.  Despite a rising number of female headed 

households, women in Frederick and all across Maryland, are still seeing 

significant pay gaps between their similarly situated and similarly qualified male 

peers.   While prior legislation has been enacted to address the overt 

discrimination against women in the workplace, addressing the issue of salary 

history will help women overcome one of the many discrete forms of 

discrimination that still exist.   

 

When employers use applicants prior salary in hiring or setting pay, they 

are adopting pay disparities or discrimination from past employment.  Over 

several years, what may have started as a small disparity will be compounded as 

percentage raises, which are calculated as a percentage of a lower salary, will be 

inherently lower than the raises of higher salaried peers.  Those losses may seem 

small, but as the losses are compounded they can have a dramatic effect on 

lifetime income, benefits, and retirement contributions.  

 

It is time that Maryland join the wave of states who have already put laws 

in place to end the practice of requesting and relying on salary history to make 

employment decisions. Early evidence out of California, which passed similar 

legislation in 2017, shows that it has already helped narrow gender wage gaps in 

that state.    

 

While this legislation is not a complete solution to the wage gap problem 

facing our communities, we believe this is a step in the right direction.  On behalf 

of the Frederick County Commission for Women, we would like to thank OUR 

delegate, Del. Karen Lewis Young, for sponsoring this important legislation.  

 

We ask for your support of SB 217/HB 123 and strongly urge a 

favorable Committee Report 

 


